
April 26, 2020 online service 

9:30 and 11:00am  

Please do not enable your audio or video upon entering. If you do, then the tech 

crew must manually disable them, and then they must manually re-enable them 

when the time comes, which might delay your participation. Thanks! 

 

Welcome and Announcements Mark Williams 

Are you new? Got questions? Come to Discovering UUCPA on May 10. 

To help with future livestreaming, click here 

What’s Happening at UUCPA has events and other volunteer opportunities 

   

Prelude Valse No. 6 from Valses Nobles Veronika Agranov-Dafoe 

et Sentimentales (Ravel) 

Chalice Lighting Olivia Ramberg-Gomez 

If you have a chalice at home, please light it along with us 

Centering Words Gordon B. McKeeman  Olivia Ramberg-Gomez  

Song   No. 347, Gather the Spirit 

© Jim Scott, used by permission 
 

Gather the spirit, harvest the power. 
Our sep’rate fires will kindle one flame. 
Witness the mystery of this hour. 
Our trials in this light appear all the same. 
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http://www.jimscottmusic.com/


(Chorus) Gather in peace, gather in thanks. 
Gather in sympathy now and then. 
Gather in hope, compassion and strength. 
Gather to celebrate once again. 
 
Gather the spirit of heart and mind. 
Seeds for the sowing are laid in store. 
Nurtured in love, and conscience refined, 
with body and spirit united once more. 
 
(Chorus) Gather in peace, gather in thanks. 
Gather in sympathy now and then. 
Gather in hope, compassion and strength. 
Gather to celebrate once again. 

Story for All Ages Barnabas: Back in Time  

Reflection Ourselves Maricia Scott 

Caring and Sharing  
 
Please send your joys and sorrows to joyconcern@uucpa.org, or post them in 
the chat box provided by Zoom, and they will be shared aloud.  

Offering     Third Gnossienne (Satie) Veronika Agranov-Dafoe  

You can give via credit card or Paypal  
at www.uucpa.org/connection/donate 

 

 
 
Reflection             Each Other Ed Haertel 

Anthem Regina Coeli (Mozart) UUCPA Choir 

Reflection   The World Olivia Ramberg-Gomez 
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Reflection Brian Weller 
 

Celebration Mark Williams 

Song  No. 390, Gaudeamus Hodie 

Natalie Sleeth 
 

 
Gaudeamus, gaudeamus, gaudeamus hodie. 
Gaudeamus, gaudeamus hodie. 
 
Gaudeamus, 
gaudeamus hodie. 
 
Gaudeamus, gaudeamus, 
gaudeamus hodie, hodie. 
 

Chalice Extinguishing         Amy Zucker Morgenstern 

Postlude      La Plus que Lente Valse (Debussy) Veronika Agranov-Dafoe 

Appropriately for this service, this piece was chosen by UUCPA member  
David Chen, who bid for the opportunity at the UUCPA Auction 

 

Benediction                                        All 

Please enable your audio and video for us to say together: 

 

Go out into the world in peace 

Be of good courage 

Hold fast to what is good 

Return no one evil for evil 

Strengthen the faint-hearted 
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Support the weak 

Help the suffering 

Rejoice in beauty 

Speak love with word and deed 

Honor all beings 

 

 

 
Please stay for Cheerfully Chaotic Coffee Hour! 

Thank you to: The Committee on Ministry: Ed Haertel, Olivia Ramberg-Gomez, 
Maricia Scott (chair), Brian Weller, Mark Williams 

Jim Scott has kindly granted our use of his hymns for livestreaming; to support his work 
in a hard time for musicians, please visit his website, where a little love offering would 
be gratefully accepted. 

Music Director: Bruce Olstad Pianist: Veronika Agranov-Dafoe  

Livestreaming, tech support, and online community creation: Carmela Abraham, 
Greg Becker, Heather and David Chen, Dox Doxiadis, Mark and Alyssa Erickson, 
Megan Fazio, Rev. Dan Harper, Chris Jacobi, Paul Kostka, Kevin Ma, William Phelps, 
Elsa Schafer, Melissa Valentine, BJ Wishinsky, Ann Zeise  
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